
INDOOR PVC SHUTTERS

Wooden Shutters vs PVC Shutters

Wooden Shutters has the tendency to rot, crack, split, 
fade and warp over time, that’s why PVC Shutters are 
made from a solid, durable and non-toxic, synthetic
material and will not absorb moisture, split, crack or
delaminate.

PVC shutters hold up better than wooden shutters. They 
are water resistant, fire retardant and provide greater 
insulating power(3X) more than wooden shutters and 
excellent UV protection.

PVC shutters are a great investment when buying a 
home. They look like wooden shutters, but come with a 
better price tag and longer life span. PVC shutters are 
the preferred choice when you have to consider things 
like humidity effects, durability and price.

At Blinds Direct we can manufacture your PVC shutters 
to best fit your windows, inside your window frames. 
They have a matte finish and are available in a wide 
variety of natural colours. 

The matte finish allows for less glare from the sun,
making the room naturally brighter and open. These
window treatments are perfectly manufactured and fitted 
to ensure when closed no one can see in, for maximum 
privacy day and night.

Perfect Indoor Shutters

PVC Shutters offer excellent control of light and temper-
ature. Each set of shutters is custom-built 
to fit exactly and function perfectly.

Manufactured from extruded PVC these shutters are im-
pervious to moisture, will not crack, split or warp, and is 
easy to clean. On top of that it requires the least mainte-
nance, it has an impressive ratio of cost to performance 
and is well-suited to recycling.

Cleaning PVC is as simple as taking warm soapy water 
and wiping them down as often as you deem necessary. 
If you live in an area where you have high humidity or 
lots of rain PVC shutters are ideal for you. They offer 
great protection against these factors, giving them a 
longer life span and keeping them looking neat and new 
for a longer period.

For more cleaning tips for blinds and shutters please 
read our blog.

If you don’t want maintenance, time, weather and costs 
to be a big issue in window treatments for your house, 
PVC shutters are the way forward for you, they look like 
real wooden shutters but offer better sustainability 
and an affordable price.

Call Blinds direct for our full range of PVC shutters avail-
able to you.
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HOW TO INSTALL YOUR INDOOR PVC SHUTTERS

   Checklist

Drill (with 6 mm drill bit)
Screwdriver
Measuring Tape
Pencil
Step ladder
Hacksaw (Only required if mounting
left and right hand spacers)
Vacuum (to clean dust from drilling)

Unpack your shutters and components from the packaging carefully
Not to scratch or damage the product.

Do not use any blades or objects.

Final Step – Trimming of stopper

Trim the plastic stopper so it firmly locks the panel in place when in 
the closed position

*Ensure you trim caustiously so as not to cut too much away.

To view the video on How to Install the PVC Shutter Blinds 
visit www.blindsdirect.co.za/indoor-wood-look-pvc-shutters

Now stand back and admire your shutters with an ice cold beer!

Each panel will be marked on the outer 
packaging and underside of panel

Locate the top track 
wheel head rail

Locate the 
wheel hinges

Using panel 1.1, slide
the bottom left corner into
the bottom pin.
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By angling 
the panel and sliding the 
wheel hinge nut into 
position

Position the raised bottom 
track and once again flush 
with the corner of the frame

Slide all the bottom
track pins into the

raised bottom track
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Ensure the top rail is flushed 
with the edging to the wall

Slide the wheel hinges
into the top track head rail
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Optional - Installing 
side spacers 
(only supplied if you 
indicate the skirting 
option)
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Locate panel 1.2 and install by similar method. Slide the two panels side by side so the hinges are facing you and 
screw hinges in place.
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Manufacturing:

    Custom-made / Made-to-measure shutters.
    Manufactured in South Africa.
    Premium Quality Shutters manufactured from extruded PVC.
    Normally 2 to 3 weeks to manufacture.

General Information:

    Designed for indoor use only.
    Ideal for windows or doors.
    Not considered a security product.
    Panels provided in Bi-Fold pairs – this provides simpler DIY installation and user control.
    Panels available only in Satin White, Alu White, Lime Wash, Magnolia, Holland and Smoke.

Privacy & Light Control:

    Louvre’s can be controlled by hand to provide 85% to 100% privacy control.
    Louvre’s can be controlled by hand to adjust light control.

Dimensions:

    Min-Max panel width: 250-600mm.
    Min-Max panel height:650-2900mm.
    Min-Max shutter width: 500mm to 5000mm (rails to be provided in either 2.5 or 3m lengths that would 
    need to be interconnected).

Cleaning:

    Do not use any chemicals on your shutters.
    Recommend frequent wiping clean with either dry soft cloth or brush.
    Soft cloth and water can be used for more stubborn dirt.

Operating Your Shutters:

    Shutters should have louvres in the closed position, slid along the track and only stacked once against 
    the stacking side. You should not attempt to slide shutters in the stacked position along the rails.
    Use the tilt rod (if fitted) or gently by hand to open and close the louvres, never force.

Warranty:

    1 year Guarantee (refer to Guarantee page online)

 Need help? Call 087 802 6027 Or E-Mail info@blindsdirect.co.za
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